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THE ON-E W A Y O U T
1.

THB M&EUAH ANALYSIS

possi1e alternative to the p l a n l ~ ~ ~
economic chaos of maturing or declining capitalism is a forward move to the next stage of economic
development, in which the center of economic &ern
is no longer the owner and the profiteer, but the worker
and the creator, This advance to a higher stage will
extend the economic horizon and will &ease new economic possibilitia.
Human beings in the past have secured their livings
in many different ways. They have picked berries and
fruits; hunted and fished; domesticated animals; dtivated the soil; converted clay into utensils; shaped
metaLs into impIements and weapons; busied themselves with trade; changed and loaned money. During
historic times several of these l i d h o d methods have
been combined into a viUage economy, a city-state
economy, a national economy or an imperial economy.
The national economy was more complex than the
economy of the city-state. Imperial economy was still
more involved, The terms, "tribal," ' l d h g e ~%at
tional," as applied to economy, are used to show that
the livelihood d v i t i c s of the people center in thee
partidar units of so& organhation.
HE ONLY
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The Qp
of economy varies. V i economy still
prwlomha& h M a , although national economy has
2

developed to some extent. National economy pre
dominates in the Balkans and in parts of Latin
Anmiclt, Imperial economy has replaaed national
economy in western Europe, the United States and
Japan.
Changes in the type of economy campond to tbe
changes in the means of producing a Zivelihood. These
in turn are the result of invention and discovery.
The inventions and djscoveri~of the past two hundred years have transformed the means of producing
livelihood by developing power-driven machinery and
by utilizing eI&
energly. T h e result has been a profound and rapid change in the form of economy.
The nineteenth century world was dominated by
imperial economies competing with economic, political
and military weapons for world supremacy. Each imperial economy, in.its turn, was dominated by a system
of competitive monopolies, privately owned and run
for the profit of a ruling class which carried on its
exploited actid* behind tariff protected and fortified nationd and imperial boundaries.
The twentieth century has witnessed the dmhpment of s new type of economy. Witbin the Soviet
Union, hedged h u t by bitter hostility and subject
to boycott and military attack, the working m a s w
have begun to build a sddiaed, phned economy,
using the madhe technique and the methods of orgmhtion developed in the industrid empires, but
directing them toward s d d weli-being instead of
private profit. The notrrbIe advances made by Sovlet
economy during the world economic uisi that began
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3
in 1929 suggest the possibility of speedily actenextending
. h i s economic method to a world acale, and using it
to feed, clothe, house and educate the human race.
Such an advance n-itates
the abandonment of
capitalism. The collapse of the capitalist system and
the rise, in its place, of a co-operative world was foreseen by Karl Marx, the great nineteenth-century advocate of scientific sociafism. He and Frederick EngeIs,
writing in 1848, predicted the present economic impasse. Later, in his book Capitd, Marx gave in detail
his reasons for believing that capitalist society would
be destroyed by its own intemd weaknesses and contradictions.
Marx pointed out that the three foundation stones
of capitalism are:
1. A relatively small class owning the means of produe
tion and deciding economic and political policy.
a. A system of production for profit under which the
workers are compelled to turn over the surplus of their
product to the apitalists, who consume a portion of their
profit and invest the W e e in new b e d capital forms.
3. Gmpetitive production for an unknown and t h e m
fore an undetermined market.

Since the object of capitalist production b profit,
and since rival capitalists are always competing for
an unknown market, they wiU arrive periodically at
a pint of market glut or over-production, where the
potentid productive capacity is far greater than purchasiig power. When tbis point is reached, production
wiU slow down and prosperity will give way to reassion and depression.
In the Iong m,Marx argued, the depressions must
become deeper, and returns to prosperity briefer and
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shorter, until mpitaligt s&ety has exhausted its psibiIitia. 'l*hen would follow chronic depression, a permanent surplus of capital and population, a decrease
in the tate of prdt on capital, and the decline of the
standard of living of the workers. From this g e n d
crisis, capitalism would be unable to recover and would
be destroyed by the intensity of its own contradictions.
Capitalist countries, for more than a century, have
passed again and again through cycles of Jtematiq
prosperity and depression. As capitalism matured,
however, it extended itself into colonial
4

markets, investing capital, building up the extractive
industries, transport, trade and manufacturing. This
extension of the area of capitalism mdtiplied and intensified the internal contradictions of the system.
Instead of future depressions affecting only the count r i of
~ wtstern Europe and North h e r i a , they were
bwad to be world-wide. Sucb, indeed, proved to be
the case in the years following 1920. Instead of business as usual, the entire capitalist world suffered from
evere paroqsm of depression.
At this point Lenin took up the theme, arguing in Ids
essay on I m # e h h n t that the extension of capitalism,
in the form of imperialism, is a normal phase of capitalist development. The capitalist system gradually
evolved from st small-scale, competitive phase into a
large s a l e monopoly or trust phase. Large scale monopoly enterprises, using automatic machinery and
scientific methods, easity and quickly overstoc%ed the
home market. When this point was reached, nathing
remained but to market surplus goods and apital in
foreign countries, until they too were as heavily overstocked as the home market.

E
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So Ioag as there were stilI undeveloped fields either
at home or a b d for capitalism to exploit, it d d
go on
into these new fields. Since the area
in which d o n i d development could take place was
limited, its capacities were soon d u s t e d and after
that the rival =pitalist groups in various natiom struggled fiercely for control.
In order to find markets for the growing stream of
industrial products, and investment opportunities for
the growing volumes of new capital, capitalists were
compelled to rationalize production, to build monopoly
combinations and to fight with their rivals for the control of food areas, resources, transport facilities and
markets, Lenin in hi essays on The I m w i s b War
showed that the War of 1914 was fulfdbg d
y
this purpose. Capitalism had exhausted its historid
possibilities. It had fulfiI1ed its historic function. Its
further operation cost the human race more in waste
and suffering than it returned in well-being,
The continuance of capitalism beyond this point involves war, more frequent and more severe periods of
hard the, increased exp1oitado11, and a progressive
degradation of the mass standard of life. Thereafter
apitdism must disintegrate and disappear.
It was on this historic analysis that the spokesmen
of the Communist International based their predictions of the speedy collapse of capitalist prosperity.
The Sixth WorId Congress of the Communist International met in Moscow during the summer of 1928.
Capitabit economy was M g , and ita -s
were boasting of their achievements and p d c t h g atl
era of enduring prmperity. The Communist Intetp&fiun8l saw the problem differently.

~~
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The resolution on the world economic situation,
adopted after a Iong and careful debate in which men
and women from all parts of the world participated,
d m i M the years from 1924 (the adoption of the
Dawe Plan) to 1928, as the period of capitalist stabilization. The resolution, under the heading "The technique and economies of world industry" then proceeded
to an examination of the character of this stabifidon,
Fwst, the advance in industrial technique and the
spectacular gains in production were analyzed. These
advances-the direct result of rationalization^
restored capitalist economy to a point whew it was
able to equal or to exceed pre-war production levels.
They were accompanied, however, by a rapid develop
ment of capitalist monopoly forms that concentrated
the wealth, income, and purchasing power of capitalist society in fewer and fewer hands.
S e c o d , the resolution pointed out the fundatnentd
cuntradictions between this rapidy growing pduction
on the one hand, and on the other the decrease in
standards of living and hence of purchasing power of
the wage working masses in capitalist countries and
of the colonial peoples. As a consequence '%hegrowing productive forces of capitalism come more and
more into conflict with the restricted internal markets".
This situation meaxts the ultimate colIapse of capitalist
prosperity, since "the successes achieved in technique
and arganizatian have h d p d to create chronic mass
unemployment in the leading countries", with its consequent reduction in purchasing power.
"Under such conditions the problem of markets bid
spheres of investments becoma extraordinarily acute.
. . Therefore, the development of the contradiction9
6
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of capitalist stabilization inevitably I&,
in the fmd
d y s i s , to the present stabilization period growing
into a period of gigantic atsdysms"?
Iapecor for July 3, 1930 (pp. 550-1) quota a
speech by Josef Stalin, W n g with the economic outlook of the capitalist world. "The Bolsheviks &tained that the development of technics in the capitslist
countries, the growth of the forcea of production and
of capitalist rationabation, under the conditions given
by the restricted standard of living of the million
masses of workers and peasants, was bound to lead
to euz economic crisis of the utmost cruelty". Stalin
then pointed to the concentration of wealth and income in the hands of the owning c h , and to the reduced pwchasihg power of the masses. "Hence the
over-production crises. Hence the well-known comeq u e m , repeating themselves more or less periodically,
causing the g m i s to remain unsold, production to decline, unemployment to increase, wages to fall, and the
contradiction between the lwel of production and the
level of solvent demand to increase. An over-praduction is the appearance of these contradictions in tempestuous and destructive forms".
StaIin made this statement at the same time that
Hoover, MelIw, Schwab, Farrell, Ford, Fisher, and
other capitalist spokesmen were predicting a speedy
return to prosperity. Subsequent events have showed
that Stalin knew what he was W
h
g &out and that
the capitalist spokesmen did not.
Reporting on the world economic situation, at the
Sixth All-Union Soviet Congress h Mar&, 1931,
MoIotov said: "me extremely acute m o m i c crisis
now advancing in the capitalist countries bring with

8
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it a~ &reordinary intedfmtion of all the contradictions inherent in capitalism. ..It is now clear that
the appraisal given by the Communists from the very
beginning of the h t e d o n d e ~ n o m i ccrisis is aompIetely ~~by facts. As opposed to the opinions
of the bourgeois economists and statesmen, the &is
has not only not niminished in the course of the Iast
year and a hdf, but has increased in acuteness. . . .
The year 1931 not only failed to bring the slightest
sign of improvement in the emnomic situation in the
capitalist countries, but evidenced precisely the contrary. The crisis has increased in acuteness. It has
not yet d e d its lowest point. During the last few
months there has been a conspicuous increase in the
n m h r of bankruptcies of capitalist h m s and banks.
The lowest point of the economic crisis is still ahead"?.
The Eleventh Plenary Session of the Communist
Lnternationd Executive Committee heard a report by
Mm&y which summed up the communist attitude
toward the economic crisis: "What did we communists
say in our official documents at the beginning of the
&is? The resolution of the Presidium of the E.C.C.I.
(February, 1930) placed on record firstly, h t the
crisis is deepening social contradictions with t e d c
force, that it is giving rise to a fmce attack by capital
on the working class, and as it deveIops further it w i l l '
.1t.
give rise to a still fiercer attack. Thirdly, we said that
'the -s
is deepening the general crisis of the =piidkt system, Is d m p b g its intend and extend
mtdictions, is breaking down the shaky stabilbtion of capitalism and d m * tb tempo of the
revolutionary upsurge, both In the c a p w t mtrl~~
and in the colonies.' Fwrthly, we mid that #dongwith

.
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the successes of socialist construction in the U.S.S.R.,
the crisis is changing the correlation of form of the
two world economic systems in favour of the wwld
revolutionary moveme&#'l?
Eugen Varga opens his survey of economics and
economic policies in the fourth quarter of 193 1 with
these words: "The economic d s of the world is now
entering upon its fourth year. An analysis of facts shows
that its end is still far distant".'
The conclusion is obvious. Stalin states it in four
sentences:
1. "The economic crisis is the compulsory result of
capitalism".
2. <'Thesecrises ame into the world simul&neously with
the birth of capitalism".
3. "Within the conhes of capitdim, crises
be

-

neither prevented nor moved".
4. "In order to extamhate the crisis, we must e x h minate capitalism"P

These four sentences cover the entire argument of
those who hold that the masses who bear the brunt of
hardship imposed by capitalist crises have no recourse
save in wiping out the entire economic structure built
upon competitive struggle for profit in a free market.
2.

PuawSTYE ECONOMICS

fust step in
T'he abandonment of capitalism is
the bdding of a purposive economy. Under a system
of -faire
the capitalist has been left free by
organized society to prdteer as he likes. " h s $warnment in business" is the popular slogan based on

As capitalism matured, constant inroads were made
on the laissez-fairetheory. Business secured government
assistance in the form of corporate charters and privileges, taras and other subsidies, and pofice protection.
Zn another field, government regulation restricted various aspects of business. StiU, when all ass said and
done, even in the later stages of finance capitalism, business was substantially free from govement interference. Business decisions, involving major economic
policy, were made by groups of private business men,
gavernment practice was brought into conformity with
their policies, and the object of the whole economic
process was profit for the private owners of the means of

production.
Purposive economics differ compteteIy from laissezfaire economics.The laissez-faire economist is an a d o gist for profiteering. The purposive economist is an
engineer, working with the producers to raise the stand-

.

ard of living.
The premise of purposive economics may be
summed up in three sentences it:
1. The immediate economic task is to convert raw materiaIs into goods and services and to see that those who
need the goods and d e s obtain them.
2. The agenw for fulhlliing this task is a scientik adjustment of production and consumption.
3, The object of economic activity is to perform the
v labor with the minimum of b r time, to guarantee a minimum livdihood and to provide a maximum of

n

leisure or free time,

Under a system of purposive economics, the community will decide what goods and sewices are necessary in
my given month or year, and will then set up the

'
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technical and socia], machinery that is to produce armd
apportion these gods and sexvices among gtoups and

individuals. The whole economic process, instead 4
being left to accident and greed (supply and d e d Sa
the profiteering market) will be m c k b d and planned
on a world-wide scale, just as the water system of Landon or New York has been mcidiad and plsnned on a
city-wide scale.

a. ControUing Ecotcomk Forces

Economic for- can be brought under the control of
human wiu and directed toward a predetermined goal
in much the same way that the forces of nature bave been
made to serve human purposes. It is the business of
economists and other social engineers to decide upon the
measures that are necessary to controI and direct emnomic forces.
The human race has been controlling and d k c h g
economic forces more or less adequately for at least fifty
centuries, Every center of population, every family,
every tribe, every village, every city-state,every nation
has had its method of regulating the problems of liveb
had. F d e s have determined the ownership, use and
disposition of the land, tools and other materials upon
which the living of the group depended. They have. aIso
established a division of labor in which men, women and
children all, had their allotted tasks. Tribes have restricted the use of their hunting grounds; limited the
ownership of tools and weapons belonging to individual
members; divided the food surplus according to tribal
custom. Villages have regulated the use of wells, of cummon land and the grazing of animals. States and natlom
have exercised control over their local markets, their

4
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commerce, their industries. In many cases this regulation has been exceedingly strict. Egyptian history, for
12

example, shows that under the Pharaohs of the later
empire, all important sources of livelihood were monopolized either by the state or by the temples, and &borate
regulations c o n w e d agriculture, industry, trade and
finance.
The preposterous idea that economic force should be
permitted to run wild, grew out of the struggle which
the trading classes of Europe waged against the rigid
economic policim of feudalism. The theoretical side of
this policy was developed in France, its practical asin England. Laissez-faire, in theory and in practice, assumed that, since natural law is the best law, where economic forces are permitted to take their natural course,
unhampered by hman restrictions, they will rmdt in
the greatest net advantage to all concerned.
The system of natural law in the economic world has
been tried out more or less generdly for two centuries.
Itsresults can no longer be seriously disputed,
The business dasses of Britain, the United States,
Germany, Japan and other capitalist countries, following out the policy of expansion, expropriation and exploitation dictated by an insatiable and unrestrained
greed for wealth and power, over-ran Africa, Asia and
Itatin America; annexed the territory; s e i d the wealth;
forced the natives to grant concessions to their foreign
conquems, and then treated them as inferior peopIes.
This policy of expansion and conquest filled the years
from 1870 to 1914.
The better organized and armed nations, in half s
century,made themselves politid and m i l k y mastem
of the earth. Then, unable to agree on the division of
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the spoil, they fought the War of 1914, in which every
important capitalist country played n part. The organized destruction and mass murder of those four and a
haIf years were the logical climax of the mad struggle
for wealth and power that free competition had engenw
dered.
The laissez-f&e idea w% sponsord by the rapidl:y
developing class of business profiteers, who followed
the proposal to its logical conhion, and on a ash brrsis
built one of the most cold-brooded, repulsive socirrl sy%
terns known to history. Communal regulation of common Iands and common rights disappeared. With them
went commuoa). obligations. The strongest and the
greediest grabbed what he dared a d held what he
could. It was a survival struggle in which those who secured w d t h and power lived in luxury upon the surpIw
values produced by the labor of the masses. The rlch
idler gorged; the poor worker starved in the next street.
Automatically, the community was divided into an owning class and a working dass that fought with one another for the products of industry as wolves fight over
b1

& CmCBSS.

The British experimentswith laissez-faire cover some
of the bh&est paga of modern history.The d ~ o l l s
of work and life written by Frederick En@ in Cokdj# b t of the Working Classes h England, and by E.D.
Gibbons in Idusdry ha &gland, are almost ndreadfut. Natural law had its way. Greed raIad,
checked. The results in child Iabor, Iong
volting working and living conditions b g g ~
tion. The same story was rqmted ntmly a
.
in the new industrid centers of India d

*

.
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The principles of national economy were written by
Adam Smith and his followers, who were trying to provide a working formula under which business-for-profit
could succeed. These men took the world as they found
it and did their best to turn it to the account of the newly
developing business class in whose interest they spoke
and mte,

The success of the early economists in drawing up
working rdes for the accumdation of private profit must
be judged in the light of results. These early economists
sowed the wind; their imperialist successors are reaping
the wbirfwind. They sowed laissez-faire; the world is
reaping chaas. They sowed competition; the world is
reaping monopoly. They sowed economic nationalism;
the world is reaping a life and death conflict for national
survival. They sowed the exploitation and oppression
of the working masses at home and abroad; the world is
reaping cIass war and colonial revoIt.
Events have belied the predictions of the early economists. Instead of the cheapness and plenty which they
saw as the end product of their competitive system, the
world has entered a period of monopoly and s d t y .
Evolution has driven the economic system rapidly from
competition through trust capitaIism to financial imperialism. Comptition has been deposed. Monopoly has
seized the throne.
The economic principles formulated by Adam Smith
and his followers had a certain validity in the era of
capitakt competition. As the capitalist system passed
into its monopoly stage they lost more and more of their
sidcmce.

-THEONE WAY OUT
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Tbe working rules or principles of e ~ n o m i clife are
far more relative and more adjustable than the wor&
rules or principles of the universe. In natural science
the working xule that fits a particular case varies with
the position of the observer. In sociaI science the workin#
rule that fits a particular epoch varies with the dominant
characteristics of the epoch.
National economy, the science of Adam Smith and
his successors, was built upon:
a. The private ownership of the mesns of pductioa
b. Competition among owners for markets, capital a d
labor.
c. The qloitation of the working
tage of the owning class.

masses for the advan-

The ody theory on which such a system could have
been made acceptable to its victim was the theory of the
fundamental rightness of natural Iaw and of the cons+
quent need for laissez-faire. Generations of practice bave
demonstrated that while the appkation of this theorp
heaps up profits for the favored few, its effects have
devastated the lives of the masses.
On the threshold of a new economic era it is nemisary
to rewrite the working rules of economics in terms of the
new backjpund.
a The social ownership of the means of prduction.
b. Production for use, not for profit.
c. The social use of income.

d. The formulation and execution of a unit economk plae,

T h e methods best dculated to secure these ends are
the principles of the new economy. Tbey need have no
more connection with the principIs uf capi-t
ewno&
than capitalist economics had with the pikiples

I6
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of feudatfsm. The socialist economist is not ~ t r i c t e d
to the r a m of private, profitmaking, laissez-faire economy. He formulates the working rules of his system in
view of the limitations imposed by the dominant charactedsdm of the historic situation, and in view of the
objective which he desires to attain.
The historic situation cwf ronting Adam Smith and his
contemporarieswas a western Europe in the early stages
of the industrial revolution, Machine technique was in
its infancy. The uses of steam were little more than
suspected, Landed interests still controlled politim. The
rrZrIng business class was actively bidding for power. The
wage-working masses had not yet learned the fmt principles of organized action.
The present historic situation includes a world which
stretches to the remotest corners of the p1met-a world
bound together by stem, gas, electricity. Automatic machinery is rapidly replacing the craftsmen of Adam
Smith's day. The landed interests have ceased to play
a leading r3e. Wealth and the control of economic life
are concentrated in a sqmll capital owning class. The
landless, propertyless masses of dependent wage workers are steadily building their organizations and in cuuntry after country are activeIy bidding for power. They
are spurred on in their efforts by intendied expIoitation,
the rise of mass unempIoyment, the constant h a t of
war, and the desperate economic hardship in the principal colonial areas.
The objective of capitalkt economy was the maximum
profit for tbose who owned the means of prduction. The
objective of communist economy is a decent l i d h o o d
for every member of the human race.

THE ONE WAY OUT
c. The Cottt1pcunist God

The economy of capitalism was kz-f-titive, planless, chaotic. The economy of communism is
p w p o s i v ~ o p e r a t i v e ,planned, scientific. It trims to
guarantee a decent living to the race and to e q d z e
liveIihood opportunities for the new generation through
the systematic organization of the available resources,
capital and human energy.
Such a goal will not be reached by adopting any one set
of theoreticd prindpIes. It will be attained in the course
of the day to day effort to convert natural rmnuces into
goods and services, and to see that these goods and services reach those who are entitled to them, T h e working
rules of communist economy must be drawn up with
one eye on the experience derived in the course of socialist construction and the other eye on the immediate objectl-e
next stage in sucial evolution.
The only justihtion for any new smhl order is that
it enlarges the life-opportunitiesof the populatiw. Communism presents h m d a t e objectives that are worth
living for and worth working for. The first is the pressing
task of making the tramsition from capitatist i m p e r i d h
to the next economict -s
construction. The
second is the more di3icult task of organiaing a workable
use economy. The achievement of both tasks necessitates
a comprehensive economic plan.
3. ECOHOmC

PLANNING

Planning doubtltss beg= in tlx cradle of the raa&mhg to get food and to outwit e n e m i ~ .
Economic plans were drawn up before history wai

?
f'

*
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written. The earliest records tell of contests for river
vaIIeys, minerd reserves and strategic trade centers,
of irrigation and flood control, of schemes for Iand distribution, for the control of trade. In some of the early empires-Egyptian, Chinese, Persian, Roman-these economic pltans intruded extensive land areas and tens of
f i o w of p p l e .
With the rise of western Europe to a position of world
power, economic planning has extended to great units
of national and imperial economy; such as the German
Customs Union, the French Republic, the British Empire. Monopories, trusts, and carteIs have pushed economic planning beyond the boundaries of states and
empires into the international M d , while internal emnomic planning in the principal nations and empires has
extended itself over widening areas of activity.
Economic planning in capitalist empires bas been
limited by poxticd sovereignty and by the exigencies of
economic competition. For these reasons it has proved
impossible to draft a central economic p h even on a
national d e , while a central world plan is whdy outside the picture. Responsible national o r g h t i o n s like
the United States Chamber of Commerce and the Federation of British Industries have passed resolutions in
favor of planning. There has been much talk of an economic plan for the BritishEmpire. Since the War of 1914
the idea of a pan-European plan has received attention.
A dozm intemtiod conferem, the most notable of
which was the Geneva Conference of 1927, brought together the abIest leaders of the capitalist yodd to discuss
internationa1 econmic co-operation. Not m e of ofthese
ef€ortshas met with even a moderate degree of success.
Within each state the competitive struggle for power
C
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between rival corporations and trusts continues, and
among the nations the weapons of economic and military
war are freely empIoyed in the contest for world su-

premacy.,
a. A

i

WwEd E c m u Plan
~

Planaing has proved effective in s d individually
run businesses; in nation-wide and world-wide trusts
and cartels; and in one country, the Soviet Union, which
mupies a sixth of the. gIobe. Can this principle be extended to include the economic life of the entire world?
T'he problems presented by world plrsnning are larger
and more complex than those bf local p h n h g . More individuals and productive units are involved, a greater
complexity of living standards, customs, languages, The
underlying principles of planning and the W q u e for
putting those principles into practice remain the same.
The task of world p~~
is to attain a given objective by the use of given means in a given historic situation. If the technical conditions existing in 1 9 2 8 4 2
made an economic plan workable in the Soviet Union,
then undoubtedly they may make a plan workable in
0 t h centers of equal development. The probIem of
world phmhg is not cbidy a problem of human ability
to plan but ofhistoric readiness fox plaaning,
Certain d a t e steps are necessary to replace
nomic world h s by a planned world economy. These
steps must be taken bef& planning on a world scale is
historicaIIy workable.
The first step is to organize an f l m ' v e group whose
interests wouId be advanced by ef6cieat production and
r a t b d distribution. Until such a group thmws the drivingpower of its mas membe&ip behindthe movement,

20
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the present ruling jass will retain control of tbe means
of production, of the state, and of the agendes of propaganda.

The capitalist dm is prevented by its system of
organization from planning on a world-wide scale. T h e
capitalist world, in the first thirty years of the present
century, demonstrated its inability to put general interests above particular interests. Under capitalism, viewed
nabonally, the center of interest is still the individual
profiteer or property owner,or, in world terms, the ruling d m operating within the boundaries of an individual nation. This concentration of sovereign p e r in the
individual human being dnd in the individual nation
made it impossible for the world of capitalist imperialism to plan its economy beyond the narrowest limits.
Worse still, it placed the competitive struggIe within each
capitalist state and between the ruling classes of rival
capitalist states ahead of any general capihlkt interest.
Internal and international conflict tmk p d e n c e over
i n t e d or internatid co-operation.
What group is there whose economic interests would
be furthered by a system of planned, world economy?
Obviousty, there is only o n e t h e wage-working masses,
whose Iabm mah&ins and improves the system of ma&he production. It is thiswage-working mass that must
provide the driving force for sweeping away the wreckage of a declining capitalism, and for the construction
of a s o c k h d planned economy.
The basis of planned economy is the compIex--a aoordination of economic and social factors into a functioning social unit. In its simplest form the complex is
a group of industries scienMcally related to a power
wmter and to each other, In its mwt advanced form it

.
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is the working unit of socizrlist construction, a CO~p1ete
worrq-living-hdtheduation-recreatimplant,
The first technical step toward the establishment of
such a system of complexes on a world s d e is a careful
world inventory of natural resources; of food and raw
materials; of tools and rnhinery ; of production levels
and trends; of population; of living standards. Such an
inventory would give s genuine picture of the world's
economic possibilities, with detailed infomation for
each particular locality.
b. A World Budget

The second step in world p M n would
~ be a budget.
On one side of this budget would p r the world's
needs md wants. On the other side d d appear the
actual or potentid supplies of goods and services that
might be used to satisfy such needs mi wants. Thus,
on the demand side of the budget would appear certain
quantities of wheat, flour, bread; of leather, rubber,
cotton, shoes; of clothing; of uk&;
ofpapers, books,
magazines; of phonograph records. The sum total of
these goods for each town and district, as well as for the
world at large, would constitute the probable demand
during the year.
The budget on the supply side wodd detail the availabIe supply of wheat, flour, bread, cotton and other
goods, specify@ the costs involved in getting thse
mate*
from their pIsces of production to the people
who wished to use them. The sum total of these raw
materials, semi-Wed and finished goods, would constitute the apparent supply for the year.
A b o w l budget would be one in which the d e d
for all ccimmodik equaled the supply. In the case of
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one commodity-wheat, for exampIeit would be a
budget in which the demand for wheat-2,000 m
i
l
l
i
o
n
b u s h w a s equaIed by the available supply of wheat,
So, in the aggregate, the entire demand wodd be scientifically adjusted to the entire supply. Instead of balancing
in rt way to show a profit, the budget w o d d be balanced
in such a way that the amount of work done in the course
of the year wouId be sufficient ta provide an amount of
goods and services adequate to meet the demands of the
world population.
The budget wodd perform another very important
task by dividing the national income on some agreed
basii among: ( I ) consumption of goods; (2) insurance
and other contingent funds; (3) the improvement of
equipment in existing industries; and (4) the opening of
new industries. By this means a dehite relation would
be maintained between consumption and production and
provisions made for contingencies and for improvements.
Such a world budget wouId include a I d budget for
each compIex and other production unit, so that eacb
shoe factory, each wheat farm, each mine and each ec+
nomic ares woutd have an assigned income in goods and
an assigned production quota wifh which to pay for its
food, doand books.
At the end of each day, or week, or month, or year, a
balance would be struck to indicate whether the economic
unit in question was solvent-was meeting its economic
obligations. Such a procedure, now followed by individual industries under capitalism, would provide a M y
or weekly yardstick for deteddng whether a given
economic unit in a sucialized world was or was not paying ib way.
The third d-t
in an economic plan d d be the
22
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o q p h t i o n of the detailed functioning of the economic
machine; the rationalization of the extractive, fabrimtive and transport industries; the etablishment of a system of exchange based upon units of &ally nemsary
labor; the distribution of income between social groups
and in each group among individuals; the setting up of
necessary administrative machinery to achieve those
important results.
Such a system of planning would make economic life
the subject of conscious social direction in the same sense
that political life has become the subject of conscious
sdaJ direction, It would employ discovery and invention to raise the standard of sociai weII-being. It would
embody the saying: "Theconscious improvement of society by society."
Can the economic l i e of the world be thus planned and
organized? Is such a project feasible?
Certainly a worId inventory can be made. Ambitious
beginnings in this direction are to be found in the statistical publications of various public and private agencies.
Five years of careful census-taking by a competent body
of experts should give a very exhaustive analysis of
economic conditions underlying the lives of nine-tenths
of the world's popdation. The remaining tenth, living
in remote distrkh, would come more slowly into the
picture.
A world budget could be prepared at the same t h e
that a world inventory 'was being taken. At the outset,
this budget would do little more tban to mord existing
economic relations and tab*
the rnommtum of emn d c forces. As the movement in the directioa of s
world economy gained beadway, h&,
thme rzspwlmt1e would be &Ie to plan more and more effdvely.
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After the world inventory aad the world budgettechnical means of putting a world economic p h
into operation, comes the third s t e m organization of
production. In order to fulfdI an economic plan, the

human race must reorganize the mechanism by means
of which natural resources are converted into the f d ,
dotbing, shelter, and other essentials of livelihood.

Each day the storehouse of nature is tapped. Crops
are gathered; metals and minerals are mined; commodities are fabricated, transported, marketed; each day,
with the aid of water, air, ligbt and other forms of radiation, resources laid away for ages are turned into gods
aad services that wiU be useful to man.
The activities which are involved in converting nature's stores iato usable goods and services are carried
on by tens of millions of individds, some working independently like the hunter ernd the farmer, others
working in tribal, village, city, or at most in n a t i d
groups. The favorite group of the presentday western
world is a trust, syndicate or cartel, like Standard OiI or
German Genera1 EIectric or International Nickel, org d a d in one nation and extending its profit-making
operations across an empire, into competing nations and
into undeveloped tefiitoria. Some powerful banging
groups control several such profit-malring units. Never,
during the period of recorded history, have these tens of
d o l l s of producersall over the world coordinated their
efforts. Never have they worked in accordance with a
general economic plan.
Production cannot be really dective until such a gen-
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era1 economic plan has been drawn up, agreed to and put
in operation. On no other basis can the principles of
science be applied to livelihood,
a. Tke SciMi@ Prodaction of Goods a

d Seruices
Eff-ectiveeconomic planning will lead to greater effidency in the organization of production. That is, pep.
ple will be able to make a living with a minimumexpen&ham of h e and energy.
Such results cannot be secured in a minute. The race
must work toward the ef6cient organization of production. Their success may be measured by certain tests:
(1) hmeased well-being of the workers engaged in p m
duction; (2) the development of a system of commodity
preferences under which goods of greater social importance are produced before goods of lesser social hportance; (3) regional speciaIhtion and the p d u c tion of all gmds in the region of lowest costs; (4) the
full-time use of dl productive tmls and machinery; (5)
the decreasing of unit production costs, measured in
labor hours; (6) the adjustment of the volume of product to the Iwel of normal demand; and (7) alIowmm
.andadjustments to meet seasonal and cyclicax 0uctuatiom. Thm seven points cover the outstanding maladjustments in the existing productive mechanism, and it
is along these lines tbat advance3 must be made.
The leaders of capitdist economy, within esch of the
capitalist countrk and at various international confew-,
have tried, during recent years, to ''raticmdht'
their productive system. They have closed heEdtat
plants and concentrated tbeir production in thaae plants
h t yielded the rwxhaum profit. Tbey kave spddid
in those products that paid the hgeat pro& They have
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installed automatic machinery and have introduced the
%eltn and other methods of mass production Through
monopoly control they have limited the supply of various
goods to an amount that would yield the maximum net
or monopoly profit. They have reduced direct production costs and increased selling costs-by more extensive use of machinery, by paying lower wages, by advertising more extensivdy, by selling on the installment
ph.
These stepsin capitalist rationalization have increased
productive power, centered wealth in the hands of the
ruling cIass, and subjected the working dass to more
intense earploitation, They bave therefore accentuated
the dEcuIties against which they were directed and
have aggravated the world-wide economic coUapse.
No other result could have been anticipated. The
limitations imposed by the pursuit of profit, by national
boundaries and by the duplications and wastes of competition drive the votaries of capitalism into one economic crisis after another. Capitalist rationalization
must always be undertaken dong the lines of dass interest and must therefore be subject to the drastic dass
conflicts which Crass lines always imply.
The economic atastrophe of 1929-32 showed the effects of capitalist rationalization. The oqdzation of
production under the name of "scientific management"
has been discussed for half a century. The capitalist interests, which have bad complete control of the world
during that period, were in a position to adopt what
measures they would and could. The methods that-they
bave follmd-rompetition, monopoly, profit economy
-have led, not to a planned, sent, working order,
7
but to chaos and disintegration.
26
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The central economic probIem befm the world today
is the organization of a system of production that will
convert nature's stom inta g d s a d d m ,with a
minimum expenditure of energy and of wealth and a
maximum return to thase who carry on the work af
c o n d o n . The world is in deqwate need of d&ik
production.
'

Among the seven tests of sent production orgadzation, three are of supreme importance in the scientific

organization of worId economy. They are:

a Regional ~ t i n r , " r . ~ n at the points of
lowmt net a t .
b. Adjustment of pdwthn to demand, mpckdly in the
aseof raw materislsaadaecessary foodandclothing.
c. Adjnstments to meet seaawnal aad cyJjd &Ictpathm.
There w be no regional sp&&don iu p&ction until there is effective c e n t d i d control. Undet
the capitalist system of production a commodity Eke
cotton yarn may be produced at a dozen different points
in the United States, twenty points in Englad, ten
in Gemany, half a dozen in China and In&
Even
within one country, the United Sta-,
for
there is no s&nt%c way to delmnk these point9 of
productim. Between competing weas, such asl N m
England, the Carobas and Southern C a l i f d , or
between competing nations, such M the United -,
Enghd, Germany and Japan, the plant and mathery needed for the productim of cotton y m and of
catton goods are duplicated again and again.
An #uak and mces-c&Eon yarn wtded-
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slmukl be produced at the points of lowest net costs.
If the points are the regions about Shanghai snd Atlaata, Georgia, world production should be concentrated at Shanghai and Atlanta until cotton yarn can
be produced elsewhere for a smaller outlay in tfme,
energy and materials. Redona1 specidhation is the
corntone of the sent organhtiw of world production.

Adjustment of supply to meet demand is an equally
important principle of a world economic plan. Cyitalism produces competitively for an &own,
and
therefore for an undetermined market. An essential
part of any world economic pIan would be the determination of demand and the organization of a supply,
produced at the points of minimum cost, to meet that

demand.
With production points established in the regions
of lowme cost, and supply adjusted to demand, there
w d d remain the problem of seasonal and cyclic 0uctuations. With seasonal fluctuations the capitakt world
has dealt to some extent. But cyclic fluduations take
their toll in want and suffering, unchecked by =pitallsm. Indeed, the unregulated competitive promsits
of capitalist economy are directly responsible for business cycle and for price cycles. There seems to b
no good reason why the business cyde and the price
cycle should not disappear under a soddized planned
economy. Granted for the moment, that cyclic fluctuations will continue under such an economy, p&m
could be made during the fat years to meet the deficits
of the lean years. If there is to be want and s d as a resdt of economic fluctuations they should lx
shared by -body.
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The sc.jentlfic organization of production mu& begin with a world inventory. Following that inventory
&re will be a study of prduction costs. The production cost study will indicate the areas in which the
principd staples can be mast economically produced.
If, for atample, there are 20 yards equipped to b a d
ocean-going ships, and if the world's demand for such
ships a n be met by 15 of these shipyards it would
clearly be advantageow to close 5 of the yards and
carry on production in only 15. In which IS? Tbe
cost study would supply the answer.
The inventory provides a record of economic resources. The cost study chs%es the resources in terms
of- their relative usefulness.
The next step in the scientific oqanbtion of production is the redistribution of world production in
relation to regional costs. The redistri%ution of productive power would include: the concentration of p m
duction in the low cost plants; the direction of new
capital outlays into the low cost areas; the dismantling
of abandoned plants or their conversion to other uses.
When these steps had been taken, world production
would be efficiently organized in terms of plant location.

Four other important step would be in order: (1)
the stimulation of initiative and invention by an a&quate provision for research; (2) the development of
a system of education that wodd stress science and
wwld hold the doors wide open to all students who
dispIayed sodally useful talents; (3) the d e k m h tion of a ratio of improvement and the setaside
of s c o r r ' e s p o ~pmmtage of the annual income
or p r a b to cover the costa of such impmwmats
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and betterments; and (4) adequate reserves for trying out and, where succ;essful, adopting and deveIop
ing new procesm, machines and other products of
the research laboratories.
Such an organization can only be established when
the engineer has been placed above tbe hnker and
when social advantage and not private profit is the
determining factor in the sumas of the economic sys-
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tem.
One other factor must be mentioned in connection
with the scientific organization of production-the
training and selection of qualified workers and managers. The scientific organization of production is an
extensive task that depends upon the co-operation of
many skilIed and technically trained persons. One of
the msential factors in the success of such an organization must be the system of training and selection that
will pr&
the necessary number of skilled, trained
workers. Trade schods, special murses, higher technical schmIs, apprenticeships, and system of parttime school and part-time shop must be relied upon
to train. Selection must depend upon cumpetitive tests
and examinations that m~
be relied upon to pick the
qualified man for each job.
c, A

D e c e oj SDV& Ex-ce

Until 1917 the xient5c organhtion of production
and the shaping of economic activity in terms of a
unit economic plan were t h e o r d d abstractions. Shce
1920 tbe Soviet Union hers made them concrete realitie. Across the 8,000,000, square d e s that make up
the Soviet Union, and among the 165,000,000 people
who live in this territory, a unit economic plan is in
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production is being scientifically

r r c t d operation, and

With the exception of some agriculture and some
handcraft industries, the means of production have
been socialized in the Soviet Union. W e s , factoriw,
railroads, banks, machine shops and stores are social
property, in the same sense that schoolhouses are d
property hmost capitalist cauntries.
Appropriate departments and burenus controI and
direct this vast productive orgarhtion just as they
control and direct schools and post ofices in the United
States, The method of direction v a s e . The £act of
social direction remains at the center of the Swiet

c
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Soviet economic life is k t e d in accordance with
plan that is drawn up in outline by a general staff
of experts, submitted to various local planning bodies,
on which the trade unions are always represented, and
groups of workem in factories and mines; c h d e d
over and reviewed; drafted by the qmts and M y
adopted and promulgated as the economic plan for
a priod of months or years. Each productio~uniteach mine, factory, milI and railroad d i v i s i m ~a
copy of its share in this plan and therefore knows
what is its part in the total task, Day by day and week
by week actual production records are ddked up side
by side with the pmduction quotas under the plan,
and each worker knows therefore whether the plan
is being or is not belog fulfilled, A sixth of the world's
area and a twelfth of the world's popuItrtiion are thus
living and working under a system of planned economy. '
Through the fust decade of phmbg, the w o r b
in the Swiet Union were compIIed to use old maa

t
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chines and antiquated factories and to carry on the
work of socialist construction with the technical shell
tbat was built while the Soviet Union was still a capitalist empire. Toward the end of the decade, however,
the economic she& built in pre-revolutionary Russia,
was pierced and broken in many places, as the structure of the new economy gradually took form.
The simplest unit of this structure is the local pro-

'

duction unit-the socialist city, as it is called. A number of these socialist cities are under construction, and
at least one is practically completed. Each city is designed to provide for a limited population of 35,000
to 90,000 people-for their work, food, shelter, education, recreation. In these cities the Soviet authorities expect to develop a race of normal, healthy, sturdy
human beings, free from poverty, ovemrk, and the
worries and uncertainties incident to a chaotic economic order.
The socialist city will be the social unit of which
the new society is constructed. Just as T d s t Russia,
like a11 agricultural societies, was chiefly an aggregation of villages, so the Soviet Union will be an aggtegation of socialist cities. Just as each village provided
for the whole life of those who lived in it-work, education, recreation, social life, so each socialist city will
provide for every aspect of the life of its citiaens.
The Tsarist viilage consisted of househoIds, each
with its own yard. The socialist city consists of living
quarters, factories, aooperative stores, schooIs, clubs,
theaters, health centers, parks.
Living quarters are being built in units of varying
b.A, S. Austin of CIevehd, Ohio, who was responsible for directing the construction of w e of these
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socialist cities reports that: "The chief problem which
confronted the designers was the proper density of
popahtion. . . . (The Soviet authorities) desired for
the new city abundant sunshine, fresh ah and ample
modern cmvdmces. Throughout the planning there
was a d o u s &ort to rake the standard of living
of the working people to a new Id".'
In tbis hstance, each unit of Iiving quarters was b d t on 10
acres, It consisted of 5 houses, each house M i
to accommodate 200 p e o p l m r 1000 in the entire
unit. Each community unit included n dub house, a
nursery buiIding, and a kindergarten building.
Next in size, among the units of Soviet planned
monomy, is the production complex. Arwnd a coal
area, like the Don Basin, or m u d a water-pver
project, like the Meper Dam, will h grouped scores
or hundreds of socialist cities, each m@e
for
performing same spe&lized task in the sum total of
economic activities that are knit together about tbis
unit of p e r .
A third unit of Soviet plamed economy is a pmduction area-the Urd-Kwbm territory, for example.
ha this area severd great power centers w i l l serve as
the nuclei a b u t which the various d d i s t cities are
grouped, and Will be Iinked together in a ao-oxdinated
economic structure, providing its raw materials and
food supplies, main,aining its own t r m p t systems,
quipping its own factories and mills, providing most
of the life essentials for its own population.
F a y , the work oi these production areas is coordinated under the central economic p h of the entire Soviet Union. The central economic plan of the
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Soviet Union, in its turn, will be one of the units of
a planned world economy.
Serious tdmicaI obstacl~have retarded the working out of - a planned economy in the Soviet Union.
Among them have been:
a. The lack of skilled, trained men and women.
b. Overamntration, red tape and bureaucracy.
c. The failure to preserve l a d initiative, especially
among isolated groups of workers.
d. Lack of uniformity in accounting and reptirig.

Like any other technical problems, these issues can
usually be met, provided they are correctly analyzed.
In the Soviet Union, the co-ordination secured by the
general adoption of Ma&
formula and terminology
have greatly facilitated the handling of these new
problems as they m e .
5.

60CUU.IST CONSTRUCTION

Thmgh more than a decade, the Soviet Union has
. been working out a socialized, purposive, planned useeconomy. The central task, during this perid, has
been the construction of the shell or plant of a sociaIist
society. The period is, therefore, described as the era
of stconstruction.
Lenin pointed out that a communist d e t y could
not be built all at onm. It must be constructed in
stages. In the hst stage, the institutions of capitalism
would be replaced by the institutions of a socialist
society. This period of socialist construction was thus
indispensable to the later e9tabSiment of communism.
Reporting to tke plenary session of the Communist
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International Executive Committee on D d r 7,
1926, Josef Stalin described the objective of sacidkt
construction in these terms: "Wherein is the economic
Mi and economic substance of sa&lism? Is it to
establish s 'Paradise on earth' and general satisfaction?
No,it is not in this. That is a cwoeptim of the s u b
stance of socialism that belongs b the rmaa in the
street, to the petty bourgeois. To create an economic
basis for sodalism means to unite @cuItare with
sociaIist industry in one integraI economnic system, to
subordinate agricultare to the guidance of socidist industry, to esWi relations between city and village
on the basis of direct exchange of products of industry
and of agriculture, to dose and liquidate all those
channels with the aid of which classes and, above all,
apital are born, to create in the end such conditions
of production and distribution as wdl lead directly to
the mddation of dasses"?
a. Sodkt Gains and C a p i t a t

Losses

Socialist ~nstructicmin the Swiet Union l
m proceeded side by side with the most extreme ffuctuations
in capitakt economy. The New Economic Policy was
launched in 1921, when capitaIism was in the depths
of its k t post-war depression. The &st general p b
for Soviet economy were prepared in 1923-24, during

the Golden Age of capitakt stabilization. The Five
Year Plan for W E economy, covering the years
1928-33, padeled the capitalist recession of 1929-32.
Capitalist countries B e the United States, Great
Brihin, Gwmany and Sweden were able, during the
boom years between 1923 and 1929, to increase industrial pmktbity at the rate of 3, 4, or k 5 per
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wt per year. h the United States an increase of 4
per cent per year was regarded as "normal" in p r e

perous times.
The industrial: output of the Soviet Union increased
23 per cent from 1928 to 1929; 24 per cent from 1929
to 1930; and 21 per cent from 1930 to 1931. The
earlier M e t plans of 1923-24 and 1925-26 had p m
posed an annual'inam of 6 to 8 per cent in industriaI output. The actual increases under the Five Year
Plan not only outdistanced the most advanced of the
=pitalist countries, but outstripped the hopes and
dreams of the earlier Soviet planners.
More significant even than the very rapid tempo
of this industrial advance was its relation to capitalist
dedine. Between 1928 and 1932, while the total volume
of industrial production in the leerding capitalist countries was decreased by half, in the Soviet Union, industrial production doubled. Thus the phenomenal advance in Soviet economy was msde at the time of the
most disastrous collapse that capitalist economy had
ever suffered.
Between 1925 and 1931 the production of coal in
the Soviet Union rose from 17.6 to 56 million tons;
of oil from 7.2 to 22.3 million tons; of pig iton frob &*'
1.5 to 4.9 millirm tons; of cement from 872 to 3,300
thowand tons, T3e value of machine constntction
jumped from 730 million rubles in 1925 to 5,700 milIion rubles in 193 1. This included an increase for @cultural machinery from 48.6 to 441 mIHion rubles
and of electrical machinery from 92.5 to 980 d o n
rubles. The principal inommed in heavy in, at the outset, the Soviet authorides
policy of building heavy industry first.

8
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Once the basic industries were estabkhd, the &
velopment of the consumption Industries would easily
fdaw.
Soviet ind~trial
paduction la 1926-21 rar 104 pr
- ';' cent of Russian industrial prduction for 1913. Three
yean later, in 1929-30, industrial p r d h n was 201.9
; per cent of the 1913 level.
I
Such admcea in industrid production could be
made only with rt vast increase in the total volume
of fixed mpitaI. In 1929 the capitaI invested in Soviet
.. industry W ~ S$1,500 d l i ~ in; 1930, it w $2,000
million; in 1931, it was $3;000 million. For the same
three yearsJ the capital investments in agriculture
were $3,000, $4,000) and $6,600 d o n . .
Since the Soviet authorities could not secure long
term loans from London and New Ymk, it was neces.I sary to take these new capital funds out of the mud
income of the Soviet Union, Thb meant, of course,
severe Zimitatiom on consumption.
Despite thm immense capital demands on the national income, between October 1, 1928, and October
I
1, 1931, the average wagez of Soviet industrial work'
ers increased 23.9 per &it. These were the very years
when the wages of industrid workers in capitalist
countries were being ptogressively reduced.

1I
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wiping OM uttempaopmtlb

One by-product of the success in socialist construedon was the wiping out of unemployment. In 192627
there were 1,350,000 unemployed workers in the Soviet
Union. In 1928-29 the number rose to 1,700,000. On

August 1, 1930, it was 500,000. In 1931 theademand
for workem exceeded the supply by at h i t 500,0a3.
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the world was counting its unemployed by millions,
the Soviet mines, railroads, and factories were clamoring for h r .
What other result could be expected? With an increase in industrial productivity of 54 per cent between
the beginning of 1929 and the end of 1930; with 518
new factories and other productive enterprises opened
during 1931; with the totd number of wage earners
increased from 14,269,000 in 1930 to 16,300,000 in
1931, even the comparatively hrge number of workers released in tbe course of agricultural colIectivization were easily absorbed. The Iabor shortage was particularly acute in building construction, lumbering,
mining, railro-xactly
those industries which
'were being subjected to the greatest strain by the
rapid advance in Soviet productivity.
One of the most sig&cant aspects of Soviet socialist construction has been the change in the status of
agricdture. When the Revolution of 1917 occurred,
perhaps seventeen out of each twenty p p l e in Russia
were living in villages and depending for their livelihood more or less directly upon the land. The total
number of individd farms in 1928 was 26 million.
These farms were cuItivated almost entirely by hand
and animal Iabor. Tools were primitive. Power machinery was little known.
It was impossible to raise the cultural level of these
peasant masses as long as they retained their primitive a@ultwaI tools and methods. Their way forward
lay @"roughlarger agricultural units, equipped with

-
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mEichinery specialized and operated as rr subordinate
unit in the s y s t m of planned economy. This nmnt
co11ectivizatim of individuaI peasant farms.
The campaign for collectivhtim was the outstanding feature of Soviet agddtttraI economy in 1929 and,
1930. Technically backward hdividtdhtic R u s h
farmerr were swept into the collectives by dliom.
On August 1, 193 I, the Soviet Agricultural Department announced that 14,264,200 or 60 per cent of dl
peasant households had joined 224,500 d k t i v e fa=.
In the more important agricultural areas coktivization had made the great& advances. In the North
Caucasus 88 per cent of all farms were c
a
for the Middle Volga region the percentage was 90
per cent; for the steppe region of the Ukraine, 85 per
cent. The S d e t Union was the fs t agrarian nation
in history to put agriculture on a s d a l h d , organiZBd machine basis.
Qqmnents of the Soviet system have charactmid
the proposals for one-man management of p b t s , for
an extending scale of wage payments, for the mation
of a utechn~legidinMigentsia'', as a return to =piU r n . Far from it! These steps involve the use of a
technique d d o p e d under capitalism, for tHe p u r p e
of sodalist construction. The use of a tractor on a cdl d v e farm is not er return to capitalism1although the
tractor is a machine developed and ebiefty emplopd
in capitalist wuntries. S e t contructioa, like the
tractor, is a meam to an end-the building of d
foandatims for a Communist d t y .
F W y in the list of Soviet achhmmts ia the

I
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raising of the cultural level. For the -pitalist world,
1930 and 1931 were years of cultural restrictionwages were cut down, vacations were reduced or
eliminated, teachers were compelled to take smaller
salaries, school building projects were abandoned, less
money was spent for housing, health services were
restricted. In all of these r
e
s
m the Soviet Uniw
recorded notable advances.
The immediate cultural eEfects of s o ~ construct
tion in the Soviet Union cannot be easily measured.
In 1913, 78 per cent of the Russian people could
neither read nor write. In 1926 the percentage was
50 per cent; in 1931, it was 25 per cent, Attendance
at prinhry schools has risen steeply. In 1913 there
were 7,800,000 in the Russian p r h r y schools. In
1926 primary school attendwas 10,250,000, In
1931 it was 20,454,000. An even greater increase occurred in the higher education: 109,900 students in
1914; 191,000 in 1928; and 358,000 in 1931. Another
signiscant item is the number of book printed in
Russia: in 1912,133 million; 1925,242 million; 1929,
300 million; 1931, 800 million. The figures for newspapers and magazines, for theater attendance, for
sport and various other forms of recreation are equally
striking. Socialist construction has been accompanied
by an immense advance in cultural opportunity for
the c i h s of the Soviet Union.
Perumtages of i r n d prductivity are meaningla abstractions & the reader can see the Russian farmers laying aside the hand tools with which
they made the harvests on their little individual farms
and working collecdvely with the new tractors, combines and other modern farm machines; the electric

1
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light and power, s t h g i n g its way to more and more
remote towas and viuages; the many dean, light, airy
modern dwelhgs constrw:ted; the SCbwIs, parks,
dubs and resthouses with their tens of d o n s of daily
-pants;
the steady advance in the demand for
bicycXes rrnd radio sets; the intensive chahtion of
boob, magzwhm and paprs. I n ' i productivity
is no abstraction to the people in the Soviet Union.
Tens of milliws of men and women and chi€dren&re
are seeing a new world rise in accordance with p b
which they have helped to make and to modify, and
which they are now helping to execate.
The Soviet Union was no par*
in the winter of
193142. More than half the national income. was being spent for capital and equipment. Some f d were
still rationed. Clothing was scarce. Many h o u a were
overcrowdd. But the nation was at work4uildhg.
The Soviet Union was the only country in the world
in 1931-32 whose industries were -running overtime,
calling lor workera to man idle &a,
and for increased production to supply a market clamoring for
goods.

Some of the most @cult and important tasks ever
attempted by tbe human race are to be met with in
the field of purposive e o o d c s . The scientifx organization of produdon, the drafting of a comprehensive economic p h , the formutartion of general
principlee that will be suf6cientIy broad to cover the
needs of a cooperative world e a m o m y 4 will tax
to the utmost the qmrknce and the @ZIS
of this
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generation of economists. The pick and shovel work
invdved in the actual tramition from a barkers' world
to a workers' world will strain the resources of the
mass revolutionary movement.
Whatever the ~ c u l t i e sand dangers involved in
building communism, social evolution has advanced to
s point where there is no other way. Bebind are the
falling walls of a disintegrating capitalism. Ahead is
the promised h d of a communist society.
Workers, organized for the purpose of sweeping
away the remnants of capitalism and beginning the
building of a new society, are limited to the tools that
they can h d , or invent. For the most part they must use
the tooh they find. Blast furnaces and gas engines,
bookkeeping and cost accounting d l be adopted as a
matter of course. So will wage rates and bonus payments, one-man management and rigid Wpline on
the job. In many instances these tools and methods
will he improved and used even more extensively than
they are under capitalist economy.
When the busina classes were driving feuddim
out of Europe they did not cut down the olive groves
and vineyards or scorn the m&ods of agridture that
had grown up in feudal society. They took them over,
made what use of them they couId, and m&wl and
improved them as they were able. It was the tyrannies
and restrictions of feudatism that the revolutionary
classes were out to destroy.
The workers, in the m r s e of their revoIution, wiU
need all of the tools of capitalism until they can make
better ones. It is the tyrannies and restrictions, the
duplications and wastes of c&pitaliilmthat the workers
are out to destroy. Many of the technical methods
42
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'developed under capitalism will be used for genera-
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tions after the capitalist system has &-red.
The keynote of the workers' world wiU be: those
who wish to eat must work. For ablebadied adults in
the workers' world, the only legal way to secure the
m i e s and comforts of life will be to render some
productive or useful d m .
Under capitalism those who wished to enjoy the good
things of life were c0mpeU.d to own the means of praduction and to rely, for the bulk of their income, m
the wealth produced by the working masses. Since
income increased in direct proportion to ownership,
those who owned the most property received the largest
incomes, while those who did the world's work were
paid incomes that kept them constantly below the
poverty he.
In a society where those who wish to eat must work,
every individual will be judged in accordance with the
service he renders to his fellows. H e who serves m a t
will receive most, both in material goods and in sodal

recognition.
The workers in each community will debmine who
bas and who has not rendwed social d m . They
will set the standard of value8 against which individd
performance is to be judged. Properky and income wiIl
no longer be the deciding factors in determining the
consideration to which men and women are entitIed
from their felIows.
The workers who have set out to build the new
order do not appeal to Iegkktures, courts, g o v e r n
or presidents. There is no authority in the capitdW
world that will ganctiun the necessary s a i d ream-
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structim. They eue their own authority, They are t
h
court of k
tr m .
Workers who are still struggling under the tyrannia
of capitalist exploitation can expect help from those
who are engaged in the task of s d a h t construction.
But the masters of =pitalist h t y , abroad as well
as at home, will fight back each effort to set up a
&abed,
planned economy, because under such a
system exploiten play no dle, and have no pIace.
The workers, in the struggle to build a socialized
planned economy must h d their authority in the experience of those worlringJass groups that have preceded them in the work of d a h t construction ma
in their own day-today experience, Out of this experience they must formulate a program, a strategy,

tactics.
The program must include a statement of the object
sought-+ decent living for the human rat-d of
the means through which this objective is to be attained-the building of a workers' world. Workers
who seek authority for their a d s must derive the
authority from the program of the proletarian revolu-

tion.
The strategy of the movemmt is a description of
the road that must be followed in order to reach the
desired goal-the general directives, the broad outlines
of policy.
T'he tactim of the movement are the steps along the
way to a s d d k d , planned world econdayto-day moves, the unit a&ts. Each one of these daytoday efforts must be related to the maia Iine of advauce. and that main line, in its hrm, must always

'
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p o a t l t ~ t h e g o d - t h e ~ ~ theendre
o f
working&
camp@ for a neff social order.
Here is all the ticketd-feavt which the organid
mrhm require. Here is heir admdty-a program,
a s t d q g , a tactic for d d y strug@.
At the atset, only a few workera will r d m the
importance of such a program The great majority win
continue to believe that something can t>e done mkr
the old sodal order. As i m p r i d h runs its muse,
as the breakdown of capitalism becmm m m pranounoed, a greater and greater n u d m will be f o r d
to see that the only way out of the impasse l
kthough
orgatbd & o h of the worken to build a s d a h d ,
planned economic order.
At the outset, therefore, the movement will be Ied
by the small minority which is conscious of the rBle
whi& the workers must play in building the new society, This class conscious minority will avail itself of
every opptunity to enlighten and m
u
s
e the v
as to the b n t c k r ofthe stnqgjla that Iim before them.
Step by step they wiU draw the muma inta the
revolutionrvy movement, first into trade unions, into
defense organhtiofls, into othw asof the h b r
movement, tben into the organbation that is IeadIng
and directing the struggle.
The workers are entering a new world. They am
paoneem, d s h g their own p8h, constructing their
own bridges. But they have a goal and a plan for
reachingthatgoaI.ItdyremainstobuiXdac~~~

to pIan.
The umcrete task of the workers is to design and
commct a s d a h d plsnned economy. from qah
trdistswietytheyWttheau~machIoesand
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the forms of organization with which such a &t
may be achieved. Out of the f e r n of the proletarhi
revolution they w i l l dmw the energy with which to
sweep @Mist imperialism from power, With the
technical equipment developed under capitalism, the

workers will lay the economic foundations and erect
the superstructure of a communist society.
There is no other way.
Capitalism is decaying--breaking up. T h e masses
dl over the capitalist world must either drift through
war, disease and starvation into dark ages of agriculturd village life, or eke they must foliow the lead of
the Soviet workem along the rugged path of sociaIist'
construction, toward a communist society. It is along
this path, dEcult and dangerous though it may be,
that the future of the human race lies. It is the one
way out of the chaos of capitalist imperialism; of
exploitation, war, hard times, and mass starvation.
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